To Whom It May Concern:
Vicki Feinn has asked if I would provide you with a letter of recommendation. It’s my pleasure
to do so.
I’ve known Vicki and her family for approximately 5 years. My contact with Vicki was initially
through the Home Education Ministry at Southeast Christian Church. Vicki served as a member
of the Home Education board for several years. As the director of Parenting Groups at Southeast,
the Home Education ministry falls under my supervision. It was always a delight to work with
Vicki.
Since that time, I recruited Vicki and her husband to be a “Coach” in the Community Groups
Ministry. This is the highest level of volunteer in our church – a leader of leaders. I specifically
pursued Ben and Vicki for several reasons. First and foremost, Ben and Vicki have an exemplary
Christian walk. Vicki is humble, gracious, and always the first to serve. She is knowledgeable in
God’s Word, completely committed to prayer as a life style and ministry, and is characterized by
encouraging others to love and good works. Secondly, to observe Ben and Vicki’s marriage is a
blessing. Their commitment to God’s principles as husband and wife become very obvious
within minutes of seeing the two of them together. And all of this is establishing a strong the
legacy. Ben and Vicki have 6 children ranging in age from 3 to 18 years of age, all of whom
display an obvious example of godly parenting. Their oldest, Zachery, displays a strong heart
toward serving others. He faithfully serves on the AV team at our Sunday evening service called
The Vine. Abigail, their second oldest, already has a strong heart for discipling others at just 16
years of age. It is clear that their children have adopted their parent’s godly values as their own at
an age when so many are losing their children to the temptations of the world.
I am certain you will be blessed by Vicki through ministry and friendship. If you have any
further questions, please feel free to contact me at (502) 253-8460 or sstclair@secc.org.
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